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ABSTRACT 

The evaluation of research artefacts is an important step to 

validate research contributions. Sub-disciplines of HCI 

often pursue primary goals other than usability, such as 

Sustainable HCI (SHCI), HCI for development, or health 

and wellbeing. For such disciplines, established evaluation 

methods are not always appropriate or sufficient, and new 

conventions for identifying, discussing, and justifying 

suitable evaluation methods need to be established. In this 

paper, we revisit the purpose and goals of evaluation in HCI 

and SHCI, and elicit five key elements that can provide 

guidance to identifying evaluation methods for SHCI 

research. Our essay is meant as a starting point for 

discussing current and improving future evaluation practice 

in SHCI; we also believe it holds value for other 

subdisciplines in HCI that encounter similar challenges 

while evaluating their research. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In the HCI community, one important aspect for reviewers 

to consider is “the validity of the results you are presenting” 

[2]. This validity is often achieved through an evaluation 

process, such as an expert evaluation of a design idea or a 

user test with an interactive prototype [27,52,62,81,84]. 

Many of HCI’s evaluation processes developed and 

matured over time; indeed, it took decades for HCI to agree 

on common evaluation standards, and the discussion about 

many of those standards continues to this day 

[26,28,34,82,83]. Alongside these discussions, new and 

emerging disciplines within HCI seek to adapt existing, as 

well as explore new, evaluation techniques for their 

research. However, existing evaluation processes have not 

always proven to be suitable for those new and emerging 

disciplines. Examples of disciplines struggling with 

evaluation processes are design fiction [53], information 

visualization [13], HCI for development (HCI4D) 

[5,11,21,50,51], and sustainable HCI 

[19,22,24,55,61,75,87]. In the remainder of this paper, we 

will focus on the latter. 

Sustainable HCI (SHCI) is a relatively young field with its 

recent 10-year anniversary at CHI 2017 [14,57]. After an 

initial surge of research contributions, the growth of the 

field has recently slowed [9]. Some members of the SHCI 

community have been hoping to define its role and purpose 

to ensure its future [86]. We believe that the difficulties of 

evaluation – noted by various researchers 

[19,22,24,55,75,86] – present an obstacle for researchers 

looking to engage with the field. Being unsure of how to 

evaluate research can make it difficult for researchers to 

communicate the contributions or value of their projects. 

Deciding how to evaluate an SHCI research contribution 

depends on the type of research conducted. Empirical 

studies that investigate practices of people can be sufficient 

for a contribution without further validation [28]. Similarly, 

frameworks and implications for design are acceptable 

research artefacts that traditionally are not further evaluated 

– also because such an evaluation would prove to be 

difficult [e.g., 26]. However, SHCI has come to a point 

where there is a variety of studies of practices, frameworks 
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Figure 1. A model for eliciting the evaluation method for a 

research artefact in 5 steps. 1) Define the goal, 2) consider the 

surrounding mechanisms, 3) identify the metric for each 

mechanism, 4) find suitable method, 5) select scope. 



for design, and implications for future research [24,77,79], 

but a rather low proportion of tangible solutions and hardly 

any evidence for a measurable impact on real-world 

practices [86]. Therefore, in this paper we focus on the 

evaluation of SHCI research artefacts–such as design 

interventions, interfaces, or even design ideas and sketches 

based on existing research–that aim to address issues 

related to environmental sustainability. 

To explore the question of how to evaluate SHCI research, 

we first establish the background of evaluation in HCI, 

including its history, origins, and evolution. Revisiting past 

developments of evaluation processes and debates in SHCI 

gave us insights into what key elements are important for an 

evaluation process. Through an informal process of 

analysing those key elements and comparing them to 

scientific research about evaluation and validation outside 

of HCI we arrived at a recipe comprising five basic 

ingredients of evaluation: goals, mechanisms, metrics, 

methods, and scope. Reflecting on one’s research with 

those five elements of evaluation in mind can provide 

guidance towards finding the appropriate evaluation 

method. 

We discuss our model and its usefulness for SHCI research 

in solving problems of evaluation. Just as in traditional 

HCI, we believe there is no one-size-fits-all evaluation that 

can be applied to SHCI; our model is not a framework that, 

applied to any given research, immediately provides 

validation. Rather, we see these five ingredients as stepping 

stones for the community to engage in a debate about new 

avenues for evaluation. We envision the contribution of this 

paper to be a set of concepts for justifying and debating 

evaluation of HCI research beyond usability. 

BACKGROUND 

The topic of evaluation has a long-standing history in HCI 

and its related disciplines. In this section, we briefly recount 

this history and how its discussions have evolved. We also 

talk about the limitations and issues of evaluation in HCI 

that highlight how it is a moving target and in constant 

development as research advancements challenge existing 

views. In the second part, we summarize past efforts 

regarding evaluation in SHCI, including proposals to 

address the problem. 

Evaluation in HCI 

Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) has been defined as 

“the discipline concerned with the design, evaluation, and 

implementation of interactive computing systems for 

human use and with the study of major phenomena 

surrounding them” [40]. Despite advances in the field over 

the past 25 years, this definition is still up-to-date and in 

alignment with definitions in seminal HCI textbooks 

[27,52,81,84] and industry standards [44]. One major 

component in all those definitions is evaluation: “evaluation 

is integral to the design process” [81:584]; “we […] need to 

assess our designs and test our systems to ensure that they 

actually behave as we expect and meet the requirements of 

the user” [27:406]; “user-centred evaluation […] is a 

required activity in human-centred design” [44:16]. Thus, 

evaluation is a vital part of HCI; without evaluation, the 

validity of any research outcome may be threatened should 

other researchers struggle to determine if a research project 

has reached its desired goal or not. 

Evaluation techniques have changed over time, as Barkhuus 

and Rode observed in their survey of 24 years of evaluation 

in CHI [7]. For example, there has been a shift towards 

more qualitative methods. Also, while the sample size of 

quantitative studies has decreased over time, the number of 

participants in qualitative studies has increased. The 

interdisciplinary nature of the field led to the adoption and 

use of new techniques, such as ethnographic studies, but 

also a stagnation of mixed methods studies. Moreover, 

formal evaluation of novel technological contributions is 

basically mandatory for CHI submissions; e.g., only 3% of 

surveyed papers had no evaluation in 2006.  

Around the time that Barkhuus and Rode published their 

observations [7], a discussion emerged about whether 

technological innovations should be accepted without an 

evaluation of their usability aspects, or if they should at 

minimum offer a different kind of evaluation method. 

Buxton and Greenberg [34] argued that a prototype might 

perform poorly in an evaluation due to technological 

immaturity and different context compared to real-world 

practice, destroying a vision before it comes to full fruition. 

They argued that “the choice of evaluation methodology – 

if any – must arise from and be appropriate for the actual 

problem or research question under consideration” 

[34:119]. This statement applies to many new and emerging 

disciplines within HCI–including SHCI. 

Since evaluation is such an integral part of HCI, the field 

has created a variety of different techniques to evaluate 

design artefacts, e.g., cognitive walkthrough, heuristic 

evaluation, think-aloud, task analysis, user questionnaires, 

just to name a few. Those techniques mostly cover how 

well the evaluated artefacts adhere to the standards defined 

in human-centred computing; in short, the techniques 

provide a usability evaluation. Due to its interdisciplinary 

nature, and the increased ubiquity of digital technologies, 

HCI has started to address more issues than just usability. 

Many HCI projects have endeavoured to address complex 

socio-economic issues, and those projects have demanded 

the fusion of previously disparate disciplines. This has 

created a diverse and exciting landscape of HCI research 

that is constantly evolving [54], just like HCI’s evaluation 

methods [7]. But this diversity has been accompanied by 

evaluation challenges.  

Evaluation challenges emerge not just because new 

disciplines find their way into HCI research, but also 

because different research environments and foci can bring 

different dimensions to research projects. For example, in 

HCI4D, there are technical, environmental, social, political, 

historical, and cultural dimensions that influence research 



[11,21]. Moreover, the overriding goals in many HCI4D 

research projects are often not about usability but about 

aiding socio-economic development. These dimensions and 

goals have led researchers to argue that “HCI4D research 

must continue past evaluating the purely technical 

contributions” [5] and be more reflective of the unique 

circumstances in developing countries [50,51]. Although 

applying HCI’s traditional usability evaluation methods can 

be worthwhile in some HCI4D contexts, the local 

environment and socio-economic development goals are 

equally if not more important to consider during evaluation.  

Similarly, the goals and artefacts related to design fiction, 

as well as other future-focused and speculative research, 

can be difficult to validate using HCI’s traditional usability 

evaluation methods [53]. Salovaara et al. [82] recently 

suggested that we need to rethink the way we evaluate 

future-focused prototypes in general. They argued for a new 

form of validation: beyond the “traditional criteria for 

empirical research – internal, construct, conclusion, and 

external validity” [82], prototypes should be subject to 

“projective validity”. This projective evaluation requires an 

admittedly subjective justification of the prototype, 

including a definition of its intended futures. Such a 

projective evaluation might sound familiar to many SHCI 

researchers, as SHCI’s ultimate goal is often future-focused 

change; the threat of climate change has made scientific 

communities well aware that our status quo cannot be 

maintained and we have to move towards a more 

sustainable future. Therefore, SHCI artefacts are often to be 

envisioned for use in the context of an uncertain or 

unknown future. 

Evaluation in Sustainable HCI 

Despite belonging to a relatively young field, the SHCI 

community realized the challenges of evaluation early on. 

In surveys of eco-feedback technology [32] and the field of 

SHCI in general [24], authors have recognized a lack of 

evaluations regarding sustainable aspects of technology 

interventions, noting that “many such papers are design 

descriptions” [24:1977]. This problem did not go unnoticed 

by the community, as two other contributions at the same 

conference presented early versions of a framework [22] 

and a toolbox [87] for evaluating SHCI. As researchers kept 

raising the issue of evaluation in subsequent years, the 

problem remained largely untouched: Brynjarsdottir et al. 

[19] state that of their 36 surveyed papers “almost half (17) 

have no user evaluation”. One of the five patterns of 

Knowles et al. [48] targets the problem of evaluation, and a 

community effort to provide guidance towards next steps 

for the field lists SHCI research evaluation as one of the 

unanswered questions [86]. A preliminary taxonomy by 

Toyama [93] – refined by Lundström and Pargman [55] – 

marked the most recent attempt to solve this issue through a 

classification system for the sustainable impact of research. 

One of the challenges related to evaluating SHCI 

contributions is the fact that the field can roughly be 

divided into two branches: sustainability in design (SiD) 

and sustainability through design (StD) [57]. Research 

under the umbrella of SiD is closest to Blevis’s [14] 

seminal concept of Sustainable Interaction Design, 

targeting the design of products such that they are designed 

to have minimal impact. Work in StD aims to support 

sustainable lifestyles through the design of products that 

lead to a change in people’s practices or awareness of 

sustainable issues. For many projects in StD an empirical 

evaluation would demand measuring behaviour change, but 

it is only a subset of work in this branch of SHCI. This 

distinction is particularly important for the discussion of 

evaluation in SHCI: StD artefacts usually resemble 

technology interventions that target the present to provoke 

change towards a more sustainable future; SiD targets the 

design of products which do not exist yet and whose 

manufacturing and use lies in a less proximate future. 

The overwhelming majority of SiD contributions in SHCI 

represent studies about products from the past leading 

towards lessons learned for future design in the form of 

frameworks, design implications, and guidelines [77,79]. 

Such works are already self-sufficient as contributions and 

do not require further evaluation if the underlying research 

advances knowledge in the field and serves as inspiration 

for future research [28]. If we consider those design 

implications and guidelines and ask for an empirical 

evaluation, we encounter an unsurmountable challenge: 

“how can we know whether it is the theory (design 

principle, architecture, etc.) that was the cause, or whether 

it was the skill (or otherwise) of the designer” that yielded 

the effect measured in the evaluation [26]? As Dix states: 

“It is not just hard, but impossible” to tell. He suggests 

combining evaluation and justification (evidenced 

reasoning) to achieve validity, or in some cases eschewing 

any attempt at empirical evaluation, and instead validate the 

work solely through justification, as is done in 

mathematical proofs. Here we borrow the concept of 

projective validity by Salovaara et al. [82], envisioning the 

future our artefact is to be used in (which is still imaginary, 

similar to design fiction [17,88] or futures studies [58,65]) 

and justifying its validity based on historical evidence and 

past research. 

JUSTIFICATION AS EVALUATION 

Despite differences in how the evaluation will be carried 

out in detail for research in SiD or StD, there are 

commonalities that we can derive from past discussions of 

evaluation in SHCI. Silberman et al. [86] stress that 

research needs to define sustainability and develop the 

evaluation on a project-by-project basis; however, it can be 

paralyzing to put the entire burden of evaluation on the 

shoulders of researchers who already put their effort into 

attempts to solve issues of sustainability; especially as the 

field continues to reach out to new researchers [9]. A 

problem domain (e.g., climate change, HCI4D) may 

provide strong motivation for a piece of work, yet clearly, 

measuring a change in the large-scale multifaceted systemic 



problem at the point and scale at which the research is 

conducted is infeasible. 

This is not simply a question of burden to the researcher but 

rather a more fundamental question of where to draw the 

boundary around the evaluation, where to focus, how and 

what to measure, and where. In considering key elements of 

evaluation, we need to further elaborate on why evaluating 

such designs and systems at the point at which the work is 

conducted is so problematic. In short, we must address the 

following questions: 

Q1. How do you validate an artefact in the present given 

the uncertainty of its future context of use? 

In SiD or StD designs we intend to construct artefacts with 

repercussions external to the artefact itself. Necessarily, we 

even project forward toward an alternate future where the 

artefact and its adoption have ‘come to pass’; many SHCI 

artefacts, like theories, are generative [26]: their real power 

lies in their application to real-world problems. In the case 

of SHCI, the effects of successful designs would only be 

potentially observable in a future where such a system has 

widescale adoption; where small-scale effects are 

multiplied and not obviated by other perhaps unforeseeable 

consequences or rebound effects [36,46]. This suggests that 

not only are the consequences of a design unknowable at 

the point at which the work is conducted, but that 

evaluation must be an ongoing and reflective process. In the 

interim, evaluation can only be done at a formative scale, 

and provide the initial justification for a design. 

Q2. How do you justify a theory that unveils its real power 

through application? 

As Dix points out regarding HCI theory, it is hard to 

validate generative artefacts, we can no longer rely on pure 

evaluation, but rather a nascent ‘justification as evaluation’ 

that provides insight toward the efficacy of the approach. 

We must construct a process that is a mixture of evaluation 

and justification [cf. 26],  by building from and contributing 

to established theories and evidence, we can construct a 

strong chain of reasoning. While clearly, it would be rash to 

imply strong causality from a study to implied effect via 

such a chain of argument – the ‘ripples of a design’s 

adoption’ becoming progressively more speculative and 

harder to measure – but we can contribute new theory and 

evidence on which to build. As with any evaluation in HCI, 

we must be both rigorous and cautious about both claiming 

and attributing presence or absence of effects. The 

evaluative scope of the justification may simply not include 

the participants or appropriate environment for which the 

design would be effective. We must be careful not to close 

off avenues of design too early. 

Q3. How do you evaluate something that is embedded in a 

larger societal and ecopolitical system? 

A particular challenge for SHCI centres around attribution 

or anticipation of causality for HCI. We have to ask, does a 

particular sustainable design ‘work’? This is problematic 

for SiD and particularly StD, whose goals are to lead to 

intentional wider systemic change extrinsic to the artefact. 

Designs are framed as part of an ongoing and evolving 

discourse about how society, economy and governance 

address major global challenges. Such designs have their 

place in co-constructing a different future by challenging 

and reshaping how society anticipates and responds to these 

challenges. There is clearly a mismatch of scale and of 

presumed effect between these intended impacts and 

attribution to any single design; yet, iconic designs may 

well be pivotal in changing thinking. This is not an 

argument for laziness on behalf of the SHCI researcher, 

rather we must recognise such attribution of effect cannot 

be measured at the point of conception, if at all. We must 

focus instead on providing a credible, considered and 

ecologically valid justification for our work. We should 

expect the link to societal scale to remain rhetorical. 

To make the process around evaluation in SHCI more 

concrete, our goal is then to help move this debate forward 

by evolving a set of evaluative ingredients that help us 

address this key challenge of how to identify the scope of 

what and where to evaluate. We also aim to offer metrics 

and methods for doing so, given the necessarily broad 

extrinsic goals an artefact may have. To provide more 

concrete guidance towards clearly identifying and justifying 

the evaluation for a given project, we suggest a recipe based 

on five key ingredients: goals, mechanisms, metrics, 

methods, and scope. 

THE FIVE INGREDIENTS OF EVALUATION 

Drawing on our assembled corpus of SHCI papers 

containing evaluation or discussion thereof (42 papers) and 

HCI literature (21 papers and 7 books) to date, we also 

broadened our consideration to wider evaluation literature 

from other fields (17 references) such as philosophy, 

sociology, or psychology. These 87 sources are referenced 

in the present paper; not explicitly mentioned are other 

sources we consulted in the process that contributed to our 

thought process, as well as conversations with members of 

the HCI community. The authors of this paper then applied 

an iterative process of reading, reflecting, and discussing 

our perspectives on the literature, and five elements 

solidified as key elements comprising the ingredients of our 

evaluation recipe. 

For each of the five ingredients, a brief question highlights 

how it can be applied to a research project; when combined, 

all ingredients offer a recipe guiding towards an evaluation 

method. The introductory questions are accompanied by a 

description of how we envision their usage in a research 

process as well as general considerations. We contextualize 

each ingredient by elaborating on the takeaways for SHCI 

research based on the insights gained in the informal 

analysis process that led to this model. 



1 – Goals 

What is the goal that this SHCI research artefact is trying 

to achieve with regard to sustainability? 

 

Specifically, this requires considering what aspects of 

sustainability are important within the scope of a project, 

and how the SHCI artefact addresses those aspects of 

sustainability. This goal is–or these goals are–supposed to 

be specific enough to elicit a general answer to a yes/no 

question about whether the project can be deemed 

successful following an evaluation; a generic “save the 

world” or “combat climate change” goal is not sufficient. 

As orientation, one might consider the Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs) [95] and formulate a concise, 

single sentence that connects the research artefact’s impact 

to a concrete SDG-specific contribution. While the goal can 

potentially be iterated on in the subsequent design cycles 

that are typical in iterative HCI research [62], it should be 

high-level enough to stay the same such that the research 

can be iterated on with the same or similar goal in mind. 

Project-specific goals instead of one general definition of 
sustainability 

The SHCI community has attempted to create one 

definition of sustainability for the entire field [49,66,86]. 

However, differences in opinions about such a definition 

are exposed with simple questions such as whether 

sustainability is a process [86] or an endpoint [66]. Knowles 

and Håkansson [49] surveyed the community for a 

definition of sustainability and argued that a consensus on 

one single definition “is both unlikely and undesirable”; 

rather, definitions can vary based on researchers’ personal 

interests, current work, and motivation. Therefore, the 

community concluded that “SHCI research should articulate 

clear study- or design-specific sustainability goals and 

metrics on a project-by-project basis” [86]. Defining such a 

goal not only provides a target at which researchers can aim 

to validate their work, it can also help to frame research and 

how it is assumed to contribute towards sustainability. 

Usability evaluation: goals set the frame 

Traditional evaluation in HCI offers clearly defined goals 

for assessing usability. Dix et al. [27:319] formulate “three 

main goals: to assess the extent and accessibility of the 

system’s functionality, to assess users’ experience of the 

interaction, and to identify any specific problems with the 

system”. Preece et al. point to the fulfilment of users’ needs 

[72:323], whereas Nielsen considers the overall quality and 

potential improvements of a system, as goals of evaluation 

[62:170]. These broad conceptions of goals are followed 

with more specific evaluation methods depending on what 

exactly is to be evaluated. In all of these cases, the goals are 

not meant to serve as templates for a simple question that 

can be answered instantly to finish an evaluation; rather, the 

goals set the frame for choosing which evaluation 

methodology to use. Nielsen [62] suggests that usability 

testing should start from writing a test plan and asking what 

is “the goal of the test: What do you want to achieve?” The 

same approach needs to be taken when evaluating SHCI 

research artefacts: usability (HCI) and sustainability (SHCI) 

is the overall target, but goals help researchers define what 

they want to achieve, and are necessary for developing a 

concrete evaluation plan. 

2 – Mechanisms 

What are the mechanisms that need to be considered to 

understand and assess the holistic impact of the research 

artefact in the context of external influencing factors? 

 

It is important to consider how the artefact, applied to real-

world practices and scenarios, will interfere with and be 

influenced by the “mechanisms” in its surrounding 

environment. Such mechanisms can be sociological or 

socio-technical in nature, which are important dimensions 

for StD research projects to consider if they aim to change 

the lifestyles and practices of people. Political and 

economic mechanisms on various scales play their role as 

well, especially for SiD research that addresses current and 

future economic issues, such as by visualizing supply 

chains [18] or asking HCI to consider labour conditions 

[30,60]. While political and economic mechanisms address 

a larger scale of impact, they are oftentimes out of the scope 

of influence for researchers.  

Identifying the mechanisms that influence an SHCI artefact 

or project can be a difficult task. Indeed, researchers in the 

SHCI community have acknowledged this difficulty for 

quite some time [14,15,19,24,32] and have yet to 

completely resolve it. Calls to consider issues of scale [29] 

and abandon the pursuit of one-size-fits-all solutions 

[39,48,86] echo the difficulty of grappling with 

mechanisms. As such, some guidance might be helpful; 

such guidance can be found by revisiting the broader 

definitions provided by the SDGs [95] or the three pillars of 

sustainability [38:25]. For more inspiration or even concrete 



suggestions for mechanisms, utilizing guidelines and 

frameworks from the large corpus of SHCI research (e.g., 

from surveys of StD [32,68] or SiD research [77,79]) or 

related other fields might be worthwhile. 

Learning from other fields: the importance of mechanisms 

The concept of “mechanisms” is used in various disciplines 

to describe the complex relationships between artefacts, 

individuals, societies, and nature. In philosophy, Popper 

argues that scientific theories can only be tested indirectly, 

requiring researchers to be aware of, understand, and 

observe the mechanisms at hand [69]. In behavioural 

science, structural equation modelling uses statistical 

methods to analyse relationships that contain unknown 

variables [47], thereby modelling mechanisms to gain a 

coherent picture of the relationships. And in fields such as 

biology, chemistry, and physics, experimental studies are 

historically validated by describing, observing, and 

analysing the mechanisms between an element and its 

environment (for direct validation) or changes in the 

environment only (for proof by implication). 

In HCI, Dix [26] uses the term “mechanism” when 

discussing how to evaluate theory and theoretical 

frameworks. He refers to “mechanisms” as “the details of 

what goes on, whether in terms of user actions, perception, 

cognition, or social interactions”. A common approach for 

evaluating theoretical frameworks in HCI is to have 

designers apply the frameworks to their practice and 

evaluate the outcome. This allows the designers to bypass 

any discussion of the mechanisms that might influence their 

design, as the resulting prototype can be assessed using 

traditional usability methodology; but such an approach is 

not always possible in SHCI because its theories or 

prototypes are often intended for a distant future and 

different context. Therefore, we argue SHCI needs to learn 

from other fields and go beyond its parent field in assessing 

the validity of research, by understanding a project’s unique 

mechanisms and using them to justify its solutions [26]. 

Acknowledging the big picture when justifying a design 

Broader societal mechanisms, such as economic 

[16,23,30,60,66] and political [29,30,59,60,91,92] should 

be considered by SHCI research as well, but are more 

difficult to evaluate. An empirical evaluation is usually not 

possible since a single design idea or prototype will not 

result in any measurable change of the large-scale political 

economy. We argue that those mechanisms are still 

important to identify for two reasons. First, clearly 

formulating large-scale political, economic, and socio-

technical implications might help to elicit related small-

scale mechanisms that are suitable implications for an 

evaluation. Second, when evaluating an artefact by 

justification [26,82] acknowledging those mechanisms in 

projected future scenarios shows a deep level of reflection 

and awareness.  

An example for this is the rebound effect [36,46], an 

economic observation stating that an increased efficiency of 

technology is met with an increased rate of consumption 

due to higher demand. Rebound effects are long-term 

implications of large-scale technological developments and 

therefore unrealistic to measure in an empirical evaluation 

of SHCI research; yet, acknowledging them is a better 

strategy than waiting for reviewers to bring up those 

arguments and potentially question whether not designing 

technology would have been the better choice [10,67]. 

3 – Metrics 

What are the metrics that can be observed or measured to 

assess any given mechanism with regard to reaching the 

desired goal? 

 

For each mechanism that a researcher identifies and 

considers for evaluation, the corresponding metrics have to 

be defined. Metrics can take on different forms, such as a 

quantifiable amount of resources, practices of people 

affected by the artefact, or the opinion of experts. 

Sometimes metrics may be similar to the goal. However, a 

goal usually defines an endpoint and the evaluation 

addresses whether or not the goal was reached, whereas 

metrics provide a spectrum to elaborate on how well the 

goal was reached – or by how much it was missed. 

Choosing among multiple metrics for a mechanism 

Even when a goal is clearly defined and the mechanisms 

have been identified, SHCI research might fail to validate 

properly if the most suitable metrics are not selected. 

Oftentimes researchers want to measure long-term impact, 

such as the satisfaction [98] or attachment [33,63] between 

consumers and devices in the case of SiD, or behaviour 

change for StD [19]. Directly assessing those effects is not 

always feasible or in some cases even impossible (such as 

attachment that develops over decades), which is why 

alternative metrics need to be found that can help justify 

how the artefact influenced the respective mechanism. For 

measuring behaviour change, Knowles et al. [48] 

recommend to instead look at “impact ripples”, i.e., 

comparing other factors such as participants’ attitudes 

before and after the technology intervention. 

One of the more concrete methods for assessing the impact 

on environmental sustainability is Life Cycle Assessment 

(LCA) [31,41,43] which provides a range of metrics 

regarding the entire lifecycle of a product, with several 

input and output variables depending on the underlying 

LCA database and software. Some work in SHCI has used 



LCA data [8,12,18]. A comprehensive LCA database could 

be as close as it gets as a reliable repository for many 

different SHCI metrics; especially for direct resource 

impact projection of SiD. Another international standard 

that can be useful in deriving those is the ISO for 

Environmental Technology Verification [45] that offers 

metrics to assess the performance of environmental 

technologies. The few existing evaluation frameworks in 

SHCI to assess sustainability offer criteria [22], three 

different levels [93], and various dimensions [55] that can 

either serve as concrete metrics for projects, especially in 

SiD [22], or at least provide guidance towards identifying 

potential metrics for an evaluation. 

Combined metrics as the ultimate goal? 

Despite the goals centring around sustainability, usability 

should not be neglected entirely when designing technology 

interventions, therefore rendering traditional usability 

metrics still useful. The most desirable evaluation for an 

SHCI artefact combines sustainability and usability aspects. 

As such, adapting and extending HCI metrics by 

sustainable criteria might be a goal worth pursuing. For 

example, SHCI could extend usability heuristics or usability 

principles [27,52,62,81,84] by adding sustainable goals into 

them. Similarly, Froehlich et al. [32] contrast how 

environmental psychology offers guidelines to measure 

behaviour change while HCI provides means to evaluate 

traditional usability criteria. Ultimately, combining those 

would not only be one step towards addressing the 

evaluation issues in the field of SHCI, but also fulfil 

Blevis’s vision of making sustainability “a central focus of 

interaction design” [14]. 

4 – Methods 

What methods can be employed to assess the metrics for the 

respective mechanisms to answer the question to what 

extent the artefact has reached the desired goal? 

 

Identifying mechanisms is critical for understanding the 

relationships between an artefact and its complex 

environment, and identifying metrics provides the interface 

for researchers to investigate such mechanisms. For 

conducting the evaluation, however, a researcher needs to 

decide how to observe or measure such metrics. This is 

where identifying the assessment method comes in. 

Assessment methods can either be existing or new 

evaluation techniques, chosen or adapted from the rich 

toolbox of methods in SHCI, HCI, and other fields. They 

can take on many different forms: quantitative or 

qualitative, lab or field, empirical or theoretical, long-term 

or short-term, large-scale or small sample, with participants 

or designers, and so on. This step is not about conducting 

the evaluation itself; it is about surveying the available 

options and selecting the most appropriate one for any 

given mechanism and metric. 

Need for methods that deal with uncertainty and future 
implications 

For reviewing the choice of methods in SHCI, we need to 

clearly distinguish between SiD and StD. In SiD, there is a 

glaring lack of methods for evaluating SiD artefacts, but 

also a lack of SiD artefacts themselves as most 

contributions are of theoretical nature [77,79]. Evaluating 

such theories is an almost impossible task [26], but unless 

they are applied to practice an evaluation is also not 

required for submitting such research; therefore, we argue 

that the lack of evaluation might be one of the obstacles to 

move the field forward. Although Blevis explicitly 

discusses a possibility for evaluating SiD through design 

critique [15] and using his rubric [14], we can only find two 

contributions at CHI that apply SiD to practice and attempt 

an evaluation [37,76]. 

For StD, the field has seen more variety and application of 

evaluation methods, although several critiques argue that 

the efforts so far were insufficient in assessing the true 

impact of the created artefacts [19,29,32,48]. While many 

of those critiques address the stages of identifying 

appropriate mechanisms and metrics, broadening the vision 

of available methods can be helpful here as well. 

Brynjarsdottir et al. [19] report that one third (12 out of 36) 

of their surveyed papers cannot evaluate because “they 

explore a design methodology or are in the early stages of 

design”. Their recommendation of using participatory 

design would address such issues as it offers evaluation in 

the design process and not just at its completion. 

Despite those different obstacles for identifying appropriate 

evaluation methods, there is one commonality: assessing 

the validity of sustainability requires an assessment of 

uncertain future implications. But SHCI cannot shy away 

from evaluation because of the immature state of prototypes 

and research artefacts. The field has to find methods that 

can evaluate prototypes early on (e.g., for persuasive 

technology), or even when the solution is only a sketched 

design idea (e.g., for sustainable design of products). Such 

methods need to estimate an impact, draw scenarios of 

future trajectories [73], or discuss the uncertainties [56]. 

Research contributions that discuss the development of 

evaluation in HCI can help SHCI to identify new methods, 

such as by focus on problem-solving [64], using projective 

validity [82], reconsidering what validity is “about” [25], or 

focusing more on the justification of theories [26]. 



Looking beyond HCI for tools and methods 

Thanks to its interdisciplinary nature, HCI has historically 

adapted evaluation techniques from other fields and used 

them to investigate usability aspects, and SHCI needs to do 

the same. For StD, where the focus of evaluation is more 

concerned about the sociological implications of 

technology, a deeper look into psychology (as 

recommended by Froehlich et al. [32]) or social practice 

theory [85] can be most promising. Design science 

research, a field closely related to HCI in its goals and 

methodology, offers a rich body of research about 

evaluation methods by classifying frameworks [96,97], 

strategies [74], or evaluation criteria [70], serving for 

further inspiration to arrive at appropriate evaluation 

methods. 

The previously discussed industry standards for LCA [43] 

and Environmental Technology Verification [45] also are 

most useful in eliciting metrics but offer guidance towards 

methods as well. For example, while the LCA database 

offers metrics to measure the environmental impact of 

products, LCA software such as SimaPro [71] or OpenLCA 

[35] are the associated tools that calculate the result and 

answer the questions asked in an evaluation process. Those 

resources might be most useful for SiD in which the 

technology or theories informing technology are to be 

evaluated. 

5 – Scope 

What is the scope of mechanisms that can, should, and will 

be considered for validating the artefact? 

 

It is normally impossible to pay justice to every mechanism 

involved, therefore it is critically important to set the 

boundaries of which mechanisms are chosen for the 

evaluation process. The selection process should be 

transparent and justified by well-constructed arguments, 

and is predominantly guided by two factors: relevance 

(which mechanisms are most suitable for assessing whether 

the research reaches its desired goal) and feasibility (which 

mechanisms can be evaluated given the constraints of time 

and resources typically associated to a research project).  

While narrowing one’s focus and excluding mechanisms 

can be done right after identifying them, it might be 

advisable to go through the options for metrics and methods 

for each mechanism. If a metric cannot be defined or is 

deemed to be impossible to be assessed because there is no 

feasible method, the scope can be adjusted and the 

associated mechanism will not be a candidate for 

evaluation. In such a case, the absence of the metric or 

method serves as justification for why the mechanism was 

excluded, and the believability of the evaluation depends on 

how well the options for potential metrics and methods 

were explored. 

When to broaden out and when to narrow down in SHCI 

While researchers in SHCI extensively discuss the 

importance of acknowledging the complexity of external 

mechanisms as outlined earlier, there is not much explicit 

advice to narrow such scope. We believe this to be a 

symptom of a relatively young field that is eager to grow 

and therefore asks for expanding its horizons [9,42,86], but 

also a symptom of the lack of established evaluation 

methods. However, there is an important difference 

between identifying a project, its goal, and suitable 

solutions (at which stage exploration and expansion is the 

best move) and evaluating the conducted research with 

scientific rigor (which requires a good focus). 

We propose a re-interpretation of common advice given in 

some of the most prominent SHCI critiques [19,24,48,86] 

who urge SHCI research consider the mechanisms and the 

complexity of societal systems. This can be understood as 

adding more dimensions and therefore further complicating 

the evaluation; however, we suggest replacing, or re-

focusing, the evaluation process. For example, for StD we 

take the advice from Brynjarsdottir et al. [19] to “shift from 

behaviours to practices”; instead of measuring behaviour to 

validate artefacts, researchers might analyse related 

practices. While traditionally such a practice-oriented 

approach suggests broadening the perspective [85], in SHCI 

it can be used to shifting one’s scope from evaluating the 

individual in the moment of interaction – a practice HCI 

researchers are familiar with from usability evaluations – to 

more sociological approaches of taking the practice as unit 

of analysis and considering broader social and institutional 

arrangements. 

Focus on one evaluation at a time 

The closest analogy for highlighting the importance of 

choosing the right scope can be found by looking at 

quantitative evaluation methodology in a field like 

psychology, where there are many unknown variables and 

therefore reducing the scope is mandatory to prove 

statistical significance. Other sciences, such as complex 

systems theory, draw boundaries around networks and 

organizations [6,20] to even consider the complex systems 

observable as such. Alexander, whose pattern language 

intended to describe the complexity of architecture from 

small-scale rooms in a building up to large-scale patterns of 

towns [4] reminds the reader to apply “one pattern at a 

time” [3]: “When we have the order of the language right, 

we can pay attention to one pattern at a time, with full 

intensity”. The same holds true for SHCI evaluation: we 

need to be aware of the entire complex system that is at 



stake, but when it comes to applying our artefact to real-

world practice and validating its impact, it is imperative to 

focus on one mechanism at a time. And the better our 

understanding of the system, the better we can separate its 

mechanisms, and the more confident we can be in analysing 

and evaluating it. 

DISCUSSION 

In this section, we discuss the broader implications of our 

five ingredients for the debate about how to evaluate 

research artefacts beyond usability. Specifically, we 

elaborate on how our evaluation model can enrich the 

debate and move the field forward. We also reflect on the 

theory-practice gap, and how our recipe for evaluation 

might be used to address problems of evaluation in other 

disciplines within HCI. 

Opportunities and Challenges of our Recipe for 
Evaluation 

Thanks to its open-endedness and generativity, applying our 

recipe to SHCI research should result in several ways of 

evaluating a project or artefact; any combination of 

mechanisms, metrics, and methods could lead to a unique 

evaluation. As such, our recipe offers several opportunities: 

researchers can select an evaluation method they are 

familiar with, confident in, and have the resources available 

for. Being aware of the alternatives and setting them in 

relation to the mechanisms also facilitates the justification 

of why a particular evaluation method was chosen. 

Furthermore, the recipe can be applied in the early stages of 

research to plan ahead, taking necessary precautions or 

accommodating for additional data-tracking by measuring 

relevant metrics from the start. 

However, we also anticipate challenges in applying this 

recipe as it is not an evaluation itself, and therefore its 

success depends on the researchers’ knowledge and 

expertise of relevant mechanisms, metrics, and methods. 

For example, identifying mechanisms is probably the most 

difficult task as there is no clear guidance for how to find 

mechanisms. One can start by branching out from general 

dimensions of sustainability such as the SDGs [95] or the 

three pillars [38], but in the future one contribution of the 

SHCI community could be to establish a taxonomy or 

classification system of mechanisms. Just as one can pick 

from a multitude of usability evaluation techniques by 

surveying HCI textbooks, we envision a similar collection 

of mechanisms as well as related metrics and methods for 

SHCI. Silberman and Tomlinson [87] recommend 

developing “principles, heuristics, and indices” as next 

steps for the community to evaluate SHCI research. We 

echo their call and suggest focusing on identifying 

mechanisms and metrics first, as those will guide towards 

methods for evaluation. 

Another point we want to emphasize is that we present only 

“a” model for evaluation, but it is neither the final nor the 

only one. Other abstractions that formalize the evaluation 

process might have more or different elements, and they 

might lead to similar results. Our model does not end the 

problem of evaluation in SHCI – but it is a first step 

towards it and will hopefully provoke the community to 

expand on the idea, leading to a rich corpus of evaluation 

methodology. There is much room for improvement, and 

especially in the SiD branch we see evaluation largely 

unexplored; this is likely caused by the fact that much of 

SiD works on an emotional level [63,98] which makes any 

evaluation difficult. As Dix writes, validating research “is 

even more problematic when the systems we design are 

intended to elicit emotions, to be fun, to yield experiences. 

These things take their validity from their subjectivity” 

[25]. SHCI has to take on that challenge and acknowledge 

that new evaluation methods will rely on subjectivity, or as 

Sengers and Gaver describe: “Evaluation is also a form of 

interpretation” [83:105]. 

Rethinking Evaluation and what it is about in SHCI 

We consider our discussion of the problem of evaluation in 

SHCI in this paper only a starting point for the community 

to create more concrete solutions and move forward. The 

five elements we identified contribute to the debate by 

making it more tangible and accessible. We intentionally 

decided to not provide concrete examples for the five 

elements; the contribution of this paper is not supposed to 

be a model of evaluation, but a rethinking of how we 

evaluate SHCI research. This comes at the risk of exposing 

our recipe and its ingredients to many different 

interpretations – however, we perceive this not as a risk but 

as an opportunity of redefining, rethinking, and remodelling 

evaluation. As was pointed out in previous research about 

validating theories: the best way to evaluate a theory is not 

its application to an example (which leads to an evaluation 

of the example or its creator rather than the theory) but its 

justification [26]. 

Nevertheless, we call for the community to attempt to apply 

the ingredients to their research, be it in theoretical 

discussions that contribute to this debate or in concrete 

examples in the form of case studies with lists of goals, 

mechanisms, metrics, methods, and scope. Such case 

studies and lists of example evaluations could become the 

basis of a community effort to address issues of evaluations, 

helping researchers to choose from a knowledgebase of 

approved solutions. It would also benefit reviewers and 

editors of workshops, conferences, and journals to justify 

and recognize sustainability work. This could help reduce 

the frequency with which SHCI research falls through the 

cracks for not meeting the standards set by traditional HCI 

evaluation methods. 

The threat of sustainability work not being able to adhere to 

conventional standards of HCI research due to the 

unresolved evaluation problem is particularly daunting. 

Since the world’s leaders recognized “the need for an 

effective and progressive response to the urgent threat of 

climate change on the basis of the best available scientific 

knowledge” [94], HCI should not exempt itself from 



contributing to this scientific knowledge. The 

internationally recognised urgency of addressing climate 

change speaks to the gravity of the issue: SHCI cannot wait 

decades to come to an agreement about how to evaluate its 

research contributions – climate change is an issue that 

needs to be addressed right here, right now. But climate 

change is too broad of a concept to be addressed directly; 

hence the goals and metrics ingredients in our recipe urge 

SHCI researchers to think in more tractable terms. 

At the same time, it is important to consider the big picture 

and keep in mind what research in SHCI is about, and 

mechanisms help to make that connection. Drawing upon 

Abrams’ theory of a universe with different focuses [1], Dix 

[25] notes that research is often about multiple things. An 

eco-feedback display may be about reducing the energy 

footprint of a household, but likewise it is about achieving a 

long-term impact on people’s practices as well as about 

combatting climate change. The discussion of scale in 

SHCI is often interpreted as one that distinguishes “good” 

and “bad” approaches to those problems, but we suggest 

reminding ourselves as an SHCI community that all those 

mechanisms together form a system (that scales almost 

indefinitely). As researchers, we need to adjust our scope 

appropriately to be able to evaluate our work using methods 

that are feasible. If we as SHCI researchers can validate our 

contribution that is about impact on a small scale, we can 

build outwards based on the understanding of the system’s 

complexity to justify how this contribution factors into the 

intractable problem that is about climate change. 

Connecting Research and Practice: Evaluating 
Frameworks 

While we focus our efforts solely on the field of SHCI in 

this paper, we believe there are lessons for other disciplines 

in HCI and even the field in general. Despite the rich 

history and availability of evaluation methodologies, some 

argue that evaluation “has not been systematically studied” 

[7] and several contributions demonstrate the need for a 

more nuanced debate. Arguments about whether to evaluate 

or not [34] might be a symptom of even the well-

established field of HCI not having the necessary tools for 

evaluating all its research, e.g., when its output is more 

theoretical [26,82]. 

As a result, research often ends with design implications, 

frameworks, and guidelines; useful research contributions 

that inform the practice of future technology without doubt. 

However, many of those frameworks are almost never put 

to practice, which has been described as the theory-practice 

gap [78,80,89,90]. In SiD specifically, there exist several 

frameworks and guidelines as recent surveys show [77,79] 

but “sustainable HCI research has had little impact outside 

HCI” [86]. If SHCI wants to contribute to scientific 

knowledge and also achieve real-world impact, it is time for 

the field to switch from producing more frameworks and 

design implications to putting them into practice. We see 

two opportunities arise: first, as Silberman and Tomlinson 

[87] allude to, those frameworks might inform the 

heuristics and principles that in the future lead to new 

evaluation methods. Second, if the frameworks are not put 

into practice directly, perhaps we could think of ways to 

evaluate the frameworks and come to an agreement which 

to focus on in moving SHCI forward. 

Potential for other Application Areas in HCI 

As mentioned earlier, other fields within HCI have reported 

issues related to evaluation. Our model might serve as 

inspiration for a solution in those domains, too. For 

example, one field that shares similarities with SHCI is 

design fiction, whose artefacts are occasionally similar to 

speculative SiD design concepts. Since the evaluation 

process for design fiction artefacts has to be conducted with 

a constructed future in mind, design fiction researchers rely 

heavily on identifying relevant mechanisms and justifying 

the design rather than an empirical validation. Therefore, 

our model could be seen as the glue to connect the issues of 

design fiction [53] and concepts of projective validity [82], 

evaluation by justification [26], and interpretation [83]. 

Another field that shares some similar goals and concerns 

with SHCI is HCI4D, which has been aware of its 

evaluation problems for longer than SHCI has even existed 

[5,11,21,50]. That this problem persists despite years of 

awareness suggests that a different approach to evaluation 

might be necessary. To grapple with the country-specific, 

complex technical, environmental, social, political, 

historical, and cultural dimensions that influence HCI4D 

research [11,21] means to acknowledge the mechanisms at 

play, and therefore our model might be of value here, too. 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we sought to explore ways to address the 

evaluation problem when the primary goal is not usability. 

We have looked at the history of evaluation in HCI and 

SHCI and discussed ways to assess the validity of 

sustainability in research projects. As a starting point for 

and to facilitate the debate within the community we 

highlighted five ingredients that, based on past research on 

evaluation in HCI and other fields, are critical for 

identifying an appropriate evaluation method. We 

emphasize that our recipe is not meant as a framework for 

evaluation itself, but as a process to guide researchers 

towards identifying the most suitable evaluation for their 

research; and to give researchers a common set of terms for 

justifying and debating evaluation. In our understanding, 

this work is only a first step towards solving the evaluation 

problem, and while we believe that it is a helpful step not 

only for SHCI but also for other areas in HCI, more work is 

required. We hope that the community builds on this work 

and that it spurs the debate about identifying new ways to 

evaluate research artefacts beyond usability. 
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